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Abstract. Transactions are common in business processes (BPs). Consistency
on data, which is defined as satisfaction of a set of data integrity constraints, is
one of the basic properties for business process transactions (BPTs). This requires
a BPT to bring the BP execution from one consistent state to another consistent
state. It is desirable to ensure within BP executions that every BPT preserves data
consistency. Besides, the earlier an inconsistency is detected the less recovery is
necessary. It is studied in this paper how to detect and recover from potential fu-
ture inconsistency as early as possible in a BPT execution. We propose a runtime
proactive mechanism enforcing consistency on BPTs, called “transaction con-
sistency guarding”, based on symbolic execution of BPEL scopes for bounded
length and correct design of fault and compensation handlers.

1 Introduction

Data are important assets for any business to make decisions and gain global com-
petitiveness. Transactions are common in business processes (BPs). Consistency on
data is one of the most desired properties for business process transactions (BPTs).
That is, business data must adhere to a set of integrity constraints (ICs) [14] both when
the transaction just starts and when the transaction just completes.

In most current business process models, data management is outside BP manage-
ment, and is carried out by underlying database management systems (DBMSs). Conse-
quently, the vital task of keeping data consistent belongs to the DBMSs. However, this
“detached” method is problematic, as argued in [11]. Besides, compared to database
transactions [14], BPTs often involve interactions and collaboration with parties and
applications outside the BP, and can last for a long duration. Transactional mechanisms
in DBMSs, such as roll-back, locking, etc. [14], do not work for BPTs [6,2]. Compen-
sation is used instead for recovery from failure. It is therefore desirable to have BPs
responsible for enforcing data consistency on BPTs.

Example 1. Consider an online shopping center BPMart (partially shown in Fig. 1)
whose data are managed in an underlying database. Assume IC γ relates the inventory
available quantity to the business revenue and product price; defined as γ ::= avail qty≥
(revenue/price× 10%), where revenue and price are also attributes of relations stored
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Order pay: revenue := 
revenue+payResp.paid_amount

Inventory sell: inventory.avail_qty := 
inventory.avail_qty−order.qty

Order deliver:  inventory.avail_qty := 
inventory.avail_qty+deliverResp.return_qtyInventory sell

...

Fig. 1. A segment in BPMart, where round-corner boxes denote actions (details not included),
dotted boxed denotes BPEL scopes (fault and compensation handler not included). Updates to
the database by the actions correspond to calculations listed on the right.

in the database. The available quantity is updated in “Inventory sell” in BPT T2: at-
tribute avail qty of the instance of Inventory corresponding to inventory is updated to
inventory.avail qty− order.qty, where order and inventory are variables denoting the
instances of business data classes (stored in database as relations) Order and Inventory,
resp. If “Inventory sell” sets avail qty to a “bad” value not satisfying γ , the database
integrity is destroyed when T2 commits. Since the calculation in “Inventory sell” is
deterministic, with the value of inventory.avail qty, revenue and price, such inconsis-
tency can be detected as soon as T2 starts. Thus, T2 aborts immediately and prevents
inconsistency caused by the update in “Inventory sell”.

Preservation of data consistency by BPs was studied in [11], in which the “guard injec-
tion” technique is developed on rule-based workflows. The updates that might violate
some ICs are blocked before they are about to execute. No transactional structure is
considered in guard injection.

It is preferred to detect potential data inconsistency as early as possible in a BPT
execution, so that the BPT aborts immediately and the compensation would be simpler
in order to recover the consistency. BPTs are defined using scopes in BPEL. So we look
into the Transaction Consistency Problem (TCP): will data inconsistency be detected
when a BPEL scope starts? Unfortunately, TCP is generally undecidable.

We developed the transaction consistency guarding mechanism to proactively en-
force consistency of BPEL scopes at runtime. To tackle the undecidability of TCP, only
scope executions within bounded length is considered, and strategies like postponed
checking and conservativeness are used to check IC satisfaction until all relevant mes-
sages are received and assume variables not from messages will cause IC violation.

The proposed transaction consistency guarding mechanism symbolically executes
the BPEL scopes for bounded number of steps. When the commitment point of the
scope is reached within the bounded length, and inconsistency is detected, the BPEL
scope aborts (as if a fault occurs). The scope’s fault handler is triggered to recovery
consistency, in which sub-scopes are compensated to reverse the committed effect. This
mechanism requires correct design of BPTs with fault handling and compensation (such
as BPEL scopes). Issues concerning correctness of the proposed mechanism are also
discussed: correct design of BPTs as well as soundness and conservative completeness.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 compares our mecha-
nism with related work. The transaction consistency guarding is introduced in Section 3.
Correctness issues are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2 Related Work

Data manipulation and compensable transactions are supported in most BP models. In
BPEL, when a variable value does not conform to its definition, faults are thrown and
handled. However, current SOA specifications and BP models (e.g., BPEL, BPMN,
YAWL, WS-Coordination) put no requirement on effect of transactions. Thus there is
no way to ensure data consistency. Besides, web service XML Schemas usually do not
constraint inter-related data. Although static analysis on data dependencies in BPEL
processes helps the understanding of dataflow [10,16], and verification against data-
related temporal logic properties checks the process design [5,4], they offer no guidance
for data consistency on BPTs.

In the field of database theory, enforcement of ICs is not new. ICs can be statically
verified before short-lived database transactions [1], or checked at runtime [14]. Trig-
gers are a powerful tool to “fix” constraint violations as a reactive means [3]. However,
it is often difficult to locate the origin of the constraint violation and fix the error in
BPs. It was revealed in [9] the difficulty of IC preservation in distributed databases and
investigated the approach to maintain distributed ICs by reducing the necessity to look
at remote databases according to specific updates. In our problem, however, concrete
updates are unknown. And it is unclear that shared DBMSs would realize protocols to
maintain data consistency in loosely coupled databases (e.g., [8]).

Compensation is introduced in Sagas [6]. Although compensation is supported in
most BP models, consistency cannot be automatically recovered [7]. In contrast with
requiring nothing on the compensation, theoretical work such as cCSP requires the
whole world must be restored [2]. This can help to recover consistency. However, due
to the open-world assumption of BPTs, such requirement is hardly practical. It is also
possible to extend the DBMSs to manage BPTs by adding new intermediate layers, e.g.
[15]. But this introduces more complexity and has no feedback to BPs.

The “guard injection” mechanism is developed on rule-based workflows [11] to
strengthen the enableness condition of update actions that might violate ICs at design
time. However, guard injection is not for runtime detection of violations in future exe-
cutions of transactions, and therefore do not solve TCP.

3 Transaction Consistency Guarding

Presented in this section is how the guarding is performed at runtime. First the Tran-
saction Consistency Problem is formulated with the undecidable result in general case.
The framework for transaction consistency guarding is given next.

3.1 Transaction Consistency Problem

BPEL is a widely used BP modeling language supporting compensable BPT as scopes.
Key business data are stored in DBMSs in relational model. For simplicity, we assumed
that relational data is supported in BPEL. The semantics of BPEL can be modeled by
Petri net [12] or process algebra [13]. The execution of a BPEL process with data access
is defined, in this paper, as an sequence of states (si,DBi), denoting the BPEL process
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state si (with variable valuation) together with database snapshot DBi, and transitions ti,
denoting firing a basic process step (such as a basic activity), where i ≥ 0.

Transaction Consistency Problem (TCP): Given a database (snapshot) satisfing a set
of ICs K, a BPEL process W with a scope-based transition T, when the execution of T
starts in W , will it terminates in a state whose database snapshot violates K?

Theorem 1. Transaction Consistency Problem is undecidable.

Theorem 1 implies unsolvability to force abortion at the beginning of exactly the set of
“bad” BPTs. The undecidability comes from the fact that general BPEL processes (and
its scopes) are Turing-complete; and satisfaction problem of first-order formulas, that
is the integrity constraints, are undecidable. However, we take strategies like bounding
the length of execution for checking and the “conservativeness”, and develop a “sound”
solution for TCP.

3.2 Transaction Consistency Guarding Framework

The runtime guarding is performed by checking in symbolic execution of the BPEL
scopes. When violation is detected, fault handler of the current scope is triggered to
restore the IC related data so that the data consistency is recovered.

In the symbolic execution, the actual database should not be updated. A simulation
database supporting instances with symbolic values is assumed. Define the database for
symbolic execution be the union of the actual database and the symbolic database.

The mechanism is performed by a “process guard” as an extension to BPEL engines.
Let a positive integer k be the given bound. The process guard monitors the execution
of the target process W and symbolically executes the scope to check violation for the
next k steps. The checking starts whenever: (1) a scope starts; (2) a message is received
in a scope’s execution; or (3) the execution of a scope has continued k steps or more
without a checking. Let the scope in question be denoted T. The checking is performed
by symbolic execution from current state s to detect inconsistency in the next k steps.
If commitment of T is reached within the k-step symbolic execution, and some IC is
violated, T is forced to abort at the state s, i.e., the process guard raise a fault on state
s. Running sub-scopes are also aborted; then the parent scope’s abortion waits until the
fault handling of the sub-scopes finishes. Otherwise, the execution continues.

All possible executions (within the bound) must be traversed. When message varia-
ble symbols are involved in symbolically checking of some IC, the checking is skipped
and execution continues. Because the symbolic checking is called whenever a message
comes, the test is actually “postponed” until all necessary messages are received. But if
variable symbols are still involved to evaluate the constraint when all relevant messages
are received, these symbols denote internal variables (i.e., the variables whose value do
not depend on messages). “Conservative” strategy is taken: such scope aborts.

Example 2. Consider the cases as in Example 1. Suppose when T2 starts, avail qty =
9 for the Inventory instance corresponding to variable inventory, order.qty = 5 and
(revenue/price× 10%) = 5. If the bound is enough to finish T2, inconsistency on γ
(see Example 1) is detected in the symbolic execution. Then a fault is raised in T2.
Because no actual update is yet made, consistency is preserved.
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Consider scope T1 in Fig. 1, in which business revenue is updated by the actual paid
amount in “Order pay”; and, action “Order deliver” replenishes the inventory with re-
turned products. Assume when T1 starts, avail qty = 9 for the Inventory instance cor-
responding to variable inventory and order.qty = 5. Suppose T2 starts before “Order
pay”, so that (revenue/price× 10%) = 4 when T2 starts. Then T2 completes success-
fully. The satisfaction of γ on T1 depends on both messages paidResp and deliverResp.
The checking is postponed until both messages are received. If then, γ fails to hold, a
fault is raised in T1. Provided that the fault handler of T1 with compensation of T2 can
reverse the calculation made on inventory.avail qty, revenue and order.qty, the consis-
tency on γ is recovered.

4 Correctness of Transaction Consistency Guarding

Correctness of BPTs and Compensation
Transaction consistency guarding mechanism relies on the fault and compensation han-
dler to restore data consistency. Because BPEL relies completely on designers to write
the code for fault handling and compensation, and ideal recovery (such as [2]) is im-
practical, correct design of scopes must be investigated.

There are several issues concerning the compensation correctness. First, certain vari-
ables must be selected to be critical to scopes. Such variables affect the consistency on
ICs and updates to the databases. Second, correctness criteria for scopes must be de-
fined. Such criteria should require the fault and compensation handler of scopes to re-
store the value of critical variables to the same value as the scope (instance) starts. Note
that the fault can also be raised by the process guard when inconsistency is detected
in symbolic execution of the scopes. Third, verification techniques need to be studied
to ensure that the scope’s design conforms to the correctness criteria. Such verification
may be done by theorem proving, program analysis and (bounded) model checking.

Correctness and Variants of Transaction Consistency Guarding
The most desired property of the process safe guarding mechanism is soundness: no
IC violation throughout the execution. However, it is the fact that, when there is no
execution at all, no violation can occur. The notion of completeness is therefore nec-
essary. Recall that to gain soundness, conservative strategy is used. The conservative
completeness requires that, every execution of the original scope without IC violation
or assignment to internal variable (variables do not depend on messages) is also an
execution of the guarded process. Provided that the fault and compensation handler of
every scope can reverse the changes made on IC-related variables in the scope activity,
the consistency guarding mechanism is both sound and conservative complete.

Conservativeness may cause scope abortion when no inconsistency occur in actual
executions. However, this is necessary to ensure soundness. If restrictions are made so
that first order theory is decidable, conservativeness is not necessary. One example is
to confine the arithmetic in scopes as: (a) integers or rational numbers with addition; or
(b) real numbers with addition and multiplication. Confining the scopes’ structure can
also help the verification of scopes against desired transactional properties [4].
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5 Conclusion

Consistency enforcement in business process transactions is an interesting problem but
is hardly solved. To find future inconsistency as early as possible, we first study the gen-
erally undecidable Transaction Consistency Problem. Transaction consistency guarding
mechanism is suggested with respect to the given bound and strategies of postponed
checking and conservativeness, so that after the proactive checking and recovery by the
fault handling and compensation, consistency of the transaction is ensured. The cor-
rectness of the mechanism depends on correct design of compensable transactions. The
transactions may also be restricted to allow relaxed mechanism (e.g., no conservative-
ness) and to help the verification of compensation design. Future work can be on issues
such as: realization and application of the mechanism, validation on real-life BPs, tran-
saction design assurance and more interesting restriction on transaction structures.
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